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Van’t 
Hoff

Name of 
equation??

Knowing 
LeChatelier
means never 
getting the sign 
wrong.

boiling point will be
temperature when
vapor pressure=0.83
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Vap Press of gas B
ALWAYS increases
as T increases

A = solvent  B = SOLUTE
CB= Either [B] OR XB

Henry’s Law  K:

K= Solubility
Vap. Pressure
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HENRY’S LAW CONSTANT

is a partition coefficient, i.e., an equilibrium constant

All of the above are Henry’s Law

4 possibilities:  forward or backward with x or p
you tell which by the UNITS of the Henry’s Law Constant



Multiply by Conc.
Looks exactly like
Rauolt’s Law:
PB= XBKX
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What is Q?

What is K?

Divide by K: 
Concentration of gas 

is proportional to PB
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Why are the constants so large?   

Huge numbers; always increase with TWhat STRIKES you about this table?

The units are bars per mole fraction;  
What is the chemical equation for the process here?

Why do they always increase with increasing temperature?

gas dissolved of Solubility
gas dissolved of PressureVapor 

== eqB Kk
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Why are they so large???
They are the equilibrium pressure of the “pure dissolved gas” i.e. Xgas = 1
Hypothetical standard state of pure aqueous gas with a ∆H0 = to that of 
the gas surrounded by the solvent.
The numbers are straight-line EXTRAPOLATIONS of values at very low
mole fraction up to X = 1 for the dissolved gas.

gas dissolved ofion concentrat mequilibriu
liquid above gas of pressure partial mequilibriu

== eqB Kk Always the same
proportion
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Let’s talk about bubbles
K  =  [B(aq)] /pB (a form of Henry’s Law)    

What happens if equilibrium is reached with HIGH 
PRESSURE and then  pressure is reduced quickly?

Name 2 phenomena associated with this?

1. Opening a carbonated drink.
2.  Diver coming to surface too quickly

What happens if if equilibrium is reached with LOW 
TEMPERATURE and then temperature is raised quickly?

Bubbles of AIR form.  Crucial to boiling.
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Partition Coefficients

Most common:   B(solvent 1  B(solvent 2)   Keq= [B(2)]/[B(1)] 
e.g., using “sep funnel”

Name  Partition Coef (Keq)

Henry’s Law constant       B(solvent)   gas(vacuum)   PB/[B] or PB/XB

Evaporation/Condensing    A(liquid)  gas(vacuum) PA/XA = Vapor Press

Dissolving/Crystallizing         crystal  any solvent           e.g.,   [B(aq)]/1 
(solubility)

Melting/freezing                       A(s)  A(liquid)                        XA/1 

More generally:   for A solvent   B solute
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